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Written Events give you a competitive advantage, because you get to prepare ahead of time, 
rather than on the spot. However, writing a 10-20 page paper is no easy task. This article will 
help you create a timeline for your written event, and 7 steps on how to write your manual! 

 
 

First, Set a Timeline 
You should have already picked your partners and the event you will be competing in 

before you set this timeline. Set a date for your first meeting with your team. At that meeting 
have your team read through the “written event guidelines” for your category on the DECA 
Inc. website. Once you and the team have read through and fully understood the different 
parts of the project, brainstorm about how you will complete each part and when. Set 
deadlines for each section, the first draft of your copy should be done by Mid- December and 
you should receive feedback from your advisor, professional alumni, or someone with 



 

business knowledge by the end of December. The final draft should be done by Mid- January, 
and you should begin to work on the presentation part of the project. 

 
 
How to Write Your Manual 
● Step 1- Outline!  

➔ In Word, enter each section with the format and roman numeral it 
corresponds with 

➔ Put Page numbers in the bottom right hand corner 
➔ Your title page should contain the required information and a picture 

about your project 
● Step 2- Bullet IT! 

➔ Under each Section bullet out information that you have already done or 
plan to do 

➔ Keep documation of all events/research  
● Step 3- Add pics! 

➔ As you do your project continually upload pictures  
➔ Begin to sort statistical information into graphs 

● Step 4- Bullets to Paragraphs! 
➔ Once you have completed the majority of the project, begin to use the 

bullets to write out paragraphs 
➔ Remember to keep it concise, don’t fluff it! 

● Step 5- Make it eye-catching! 



 

➔ It is very important to wait to design your paper until all your information 
is completed 

➔ Adding borders or color around your pictures will help make your paper 
stand out 

● Step 6- Format!  
➔ Use the document “Designing a Willing DECA Paper” formatting guide to 

help! You can find it at https://www.vadeca.org/student-resources 
➔ Don’t lose easy points; make sure you have the correct formatting! 
➔ (page #’s, table of contents, margins, etc.) 
➔ Have an advisor look over it to make sure you have everything done 

correctly 
● Step 7- Turn it in! 

➔ Manuals will now be turned in online 
➔ Turn it in ahead of time to be sure your submission goes through 

https://www.vadeca.org/student-resources

